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AP

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks will soon begin to talk to candidates for their yet-to-be vacant head coach position. One of those candidates will
be former Heat and Magic coach Stan Van Gundy, according to a person with knowledge of the situation.

General manager Danny Ferry has spoken to several people outside the organization, including Van Gundy, as he and his
staff determine the direction of the franchise. Such talks have been of a general nature concerning different aspects of the
organization and not specifically about the head coach position. Ferry and Van Gundy have not met, but could do so soon.

A Yahoo Sports report that the Hawks are “aggressively” pursuing Van Gundy is not accurate, according to the person with
knowledge of the situation.

Related: Photos of possible Hawks candidates

Larry Drew, whose three-year contract expires June 30, is still considered a candidate. He has been informed of Ferry’s plan
to expand the search.

“I have great appreciation and respect for Larry and how he led our team this season,” Ferry told The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution on Saturday. “At the same time, it is my responsibility and in the best interests of the Hawks organization to
consider all of our options, and talk with other potential head coaches before making a decision about who will lead our
basketball team. Larry and I have had open communication about this approach. If Larry and I continue to work together, we
ultimately will be a stronger organization because of our discussions and this thorough process.”

Ferry has numerous decisions this offseason, including the selection of a head coach and what the roster will look like next
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season.

Spurs assistant Mike Budenholzer, whom Ferry worked with during his two stints in San Antonio, also is someone the team
could speak to about the head coach position. Quin Snyder, an assistant with CSKA Moscow, currently is not a candidate.

There are five vacant head coaching positions in the NBA, with the Nets, 76ers, Bobcats, Pistons and Bucks having
vacancies.

Van Gundy, who was reported to be a candidate for the Bucks, coached the Heat and Magic to the Eastern Conference finals.
He led the Magic to the 2009 NBA finals.

Van Gundy had a rocky relationship with center Dwight Howard during their tenure in Orlando. The Hawks will pursue the
unrestricted free agent this summer with more than $33 million in salary-cap space.

Drew has said he would like an opportunity to interview for another head coaching position should he not be retained by the
Hawks.
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General manager Danny Ferry has spoken to several people outside the organization, including Van Gundy, as he and his
staff determine the direction of the franchise. Such talks have been of a general nature concerning different aspects of the
organization and not specifically about the head coach position. Ferry and Van Gundy have not met, but could do so soon.

Could this be any more vague? And why did we wait a week+ to start looking? Thankfully no teams had made any hirings yet

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 8:11 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

I do not think Danny Ferry is going to hire SVG. Danny talks to much about changing the culture. SVG lost control of the team
his last year in Orlando - even though it was not so much his fault. Otis and Dwight overwhelmed him.

I also think the Hawks must hold onto Josh. I'd rather them jettison Al.

Posted by DawgnIT at 8:17 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

So in other words, if we can land a high profile coach then Drew is gone, otherwise we bring him back on the cheap.

Posted by Steve-W at 8:37 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Horford and josh do mesh well together

I just think somebody's gonna max josh - 4 years 70 mill - I doubt we exceed

Phoenix, Houston, Dallas, somebody. Jazz maybe. Cavs have some cap space also

Posted by Rick_James at 8:37 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Hey Larry just go sit in the corner while we search for you replacement..If none of them work out we might bring you
back..Give Danny the middle finger Larry,you'll land on your feet.

Posted by Steve-W at 8:48 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Lets see if Memphis can do this thing

I predicted 2-3 years ago they'd be championship contenders. You could just see it coming

And I want Indy to beat ny
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But I think ny can beat the heat

Conflicted

Posted by Steve-W at 8:49 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Cirrus ankle may cost them the series. Urs still have homecourt

Posted by Moses99 at 8:49 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by Moses99 at 8:41 p.m/From the Previous Blog.
@warnerRobinsexpress and jadapink smith.....whatever? You guys have no clue in terms of what is necessary to be a
successful head coach in the National Basketball Association...No Clue!

Elite Organizations require not "only: a Basketball Coach. but an Outstanding communicator with the media as well!!!

Wake the H-ll up Clowns!

Posted by Moses99 at 8:53 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Drew should "resign" if he has any common sense! Time to move forward Larry! ASG and D. Ferry are making it obvious that
"Change gonna come!"

Welcome to the "Low-Light Factory" Stan Van Gundy!

Posted by kirkinga at 9:18 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm sorry, but Ferry sounds like Pete Babcock in this article.

I thought he was hired because he already had a vision of where to take the organization? What possible incentive is there
for other organizations to help the Hawks get better. I doubt Jerry West would have to call around and ask for pointers.

Either one of the Van Gundy's comes with pluses and minuses, but they are better known quantities than breaking in yet
another new Head Coach which the last two or three have been.

Posted by CoolHerc at 9:19 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse
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To bring in SVG makes no sense at all!! You seriously think Dwight Howard would come here with the very coach he does
not have respect for being here?!?! Those two guys just do not mesh. SVG is not a championship caliber coach!! IMO

Posted by -OBrien- at 9:22 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Hmm...a woody coached team struggling on offense. Sound familiar

Posted by WilSmith at 9:23 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Larry Drew might not be the answer to the Hawks' needs but Stan van Gundy is definitely not the answer. He's a retread who
had tons of talent in Miami and Orlando and somehow managed to alienate that very same talent. He's a coach who whined
that his star player was out to get him - if he had a pair he would have found a better way to deal with it than whining to the
press. If Danny Ferry is going to be serious about building this team (and I'm not that sold on him either after all in 7 years at
Cleveland the best running mate he could find for LBJ was Mo Williams - really?) he'll do more searching and not settle for
SVG.

Posted by Moses99 at 9:26 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

I no longer see a future for Al Horfords' soft, weak, punk booty game, in the "highlight factory!" Al has over-stayed" his
welcome!!!

Posted by Moses99 at 9:29 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

@CoolHerc at 9:19 p.m. May. 11, 2013....IMO, You guys who are anti-Ferry, stink! SVG will be a "Major" upgrade over Larry
The Clown!

Posted by Moses99 at 9:33 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Larry Drew has "No Personality!" Larry is just plain "Vanilla!" In the National Basketball Association, you cannot survive with
"vanilla!" You need some "Cherry-garcia!"(lot of the myopic-midget minded will not understand),

Does this make sense to you Rookie bloggers?
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Posted by -Melvin- at 9:38 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Too bad for LD that the Hawks are jerking him around. Either tell him he's not going to be back so he has time to look for
work elsewhere or resign him. It will look very bad on DF part if he waits until the 11th hour (like he did with Josh at the trade
deadline) to fired the guy. Resign him or let him go free so he could pursue another position elsewhere.

Posted by -OBrien- at 9:41 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Rev,

"I also think the Hawks must hold onto Josh. I'd rather them jettison Al."

It depends. A 4 year max for josh is $17+ mil per year. so What if josh will cost the hawks 5 years $80 - $85 mil? Are you
willing to pay him that much? I would like to keep josh, but it needs to be for 5 years $70 mil, or 4 years $60 mil IMO.

Posted by RangeRover at 9:42 p.m. May. 11, 2013
Report Abuse

Personally, I'm tired of retreads and I don't think one will trigger the interest and passion of this city. We need freshness and
newness; we need to go after a high profile college coach or assistant just like we need to gut this team of most payers and
just start from scratch.

Do just what the Falcons did in 2008 when they took a fresh GM and unknown coach...they haven't YET won a title but this
isn't because they lack the ability, unlike the current Hawks team.
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